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 Bowl from a board 

 Flat segments 

 Stave segments 



 Start with a square board 
the dimensioned at the 
diameter of the bowl you 
want to end with 

 Cut board into rings at an 
angle 

 Glue rings together 

 Turn to final shape 



 



 



 





 



 



 







 





 



 



 



 Could use a screw chuck 
in glue block 

 I like to drill a mortise in 
the base so I can take it 
on and off the chuck 



 



 Combination of end grain and long grain 

 Very similar to turning any other bowl 



 I’ve had trouble with these bowls coming out 
a little thin 

 Solution: a bowl for two boards 



 



 



 Sure, but you’ll just need to pull out your 
high school trig book to figure out how wide 
the rings need to be 

 Lower angles (taller bowls) will result in 
thinner walls 

 Greater angles (lower bowls) would require a 
saw that tilts past 45. 



 Design bowl 

 Cut trapezoidal segments 

 Glue segments into rings 

 Stack rings 

 Turn to final shape 



 



 More as the bowl gets larger 

 8 works well for 6” bowls 

 12 for 8-10” bowls 

 Always an even number! 



 



Width (rip on 
table saw) 

Length of segment (from table, 
based on # of segments) 



 



 The angled blade will trap the small cut piece 
between the blade, stop, and fence 

 Maybe not the first time, but eventually the 
piece will catch in the blade 

 Your cut piece will be a projectile! 
(dangerous) 

 It may bend your blade! (expensive) 



 



 



 



 



 Lay the segment flat on the paper and sand 
the four surfaces that you did NOT cut on the 
miter saw 

 Do NOT sand the two surfaces cut on the 
miter saw 



 



 



 



 



 Small amount of glue on both faces 

 With segments on flat surface, slide segments 
back and forth pressing them together to 
distribute glue 

 Hold for 5-10 seconds 



 



 



 



 



 



 





 



 



 



 



 Start from glue block 

 Glue 2-3 rings at a time 



 



 Flat segments are long grain all the way 
around – no end grain to tear! 

 Turns and sands very easily 



 Design bowl 
 Cut stave segments 
 Assemble stave 

segments 
 Attach bottom and any 

other flat segment 
sections 

 Turn to final shape 





 



 



 



 



 





 



 



 

Heavy 
things 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 The stave section actually has grain 
orientation close to a spindle 

 Again, no end grain to tear! 

 Turns and sands easily 



 Bowl from a board 
◦ Certainly the fastest, probably the easiest 

 Flat segments 
◦ Not hard, but much more time consuming 

 Stave construction 
◦ More jigs required 


